
CHAIRMAKING IN THE LOW COUNTRIES 
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Introduction
It would not be unreasonable to assume the existence in the 

Netherlands of an Organisation or Society similar to the 
Regional Furniture Society. That assumption has prompted us 
to search, on various occasions, whether and where the equiv
alent of the R.F.S. indeed exists in the Low Countries.

Regretfully, it must be reported so far no such like-minded 
organisation has been discovered.

Whereas in France and the United Kingdom a considerable 
body of knowledge about regional and vernacular furniture 
making traditions exists, supported by a wealth of documen
tation, such is not the case in the Low Countries. Exploring 
this negative situation further, by interview with museum 
curators and an internationally known restoration architect, 
one arrives at the same dead end(s). A number of reasons can 
be suggested for the apparent absence of regional furniture 
making traditions, despite a domestic context of distinct 
regional building styles.

The Low Countries (i.e. The Netherlands and Flanders) 
did not constitute a large geographic area and changes in 
vernacular furniture making traditions may only be per
ceived within a broad timeframe. Dutch and Flemish 
genre paintings suggest the existence of diverse vernacu
lar furniture making traditions over at least three centuries 
which remain to be interpreted.

Arising therefrom and contrary to the UK or France, the 
Low Countries did not have isolated regional pockets 
where distinctly local crafts would in isolation develop and 
be preserved.

The Low Countries experienced colonising influences, 
civil and religious upheavals and inward migration, due 
to religious persecution elsewhere, since the 16th century. 
Each wave brought its own crafts and cultures notably 
from Italy, Spain, France and the Jewish Diaspora. We 
need to anticipate these influences in order to understand 
both high style and vernacular furniture making traditions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, we have two documents 
describing vernacular furniture making traditions in the Low 
Countries. The first document provides a useful evaluation of 
the factors influencing the growth, decline and sporadic 
revival of two major chairmaking centres in the Low Countries 
during the 19th century. A situation which no doubt had 
many parallels in the U.K. during the 18th and 19th centuries.

The first article, published in 1979 by a Mr. P. W. Schipper, 
entitled 'The Culemborg Chair, A popular item of furniture of the 
19th century’has been summarised on the following pages to 
facilitate an in-depth asessment.

The other document is by a Dr. G. Weijns (1913-1974) under 
the heading Netherlands and Flemish chairmaking traditions. 
(Also listed in the central reference library of Amsterdam 
under the group reference Vernacular household utensils in 
Flanders.) A summary of this article will appear in a future 
issue of the R.F.S. Newsletter.

Careful perusal of the two texts allows one to conclude, 
although such is not specifically mentioned, that the former 
article was written by a Dutch author in the Netherlands. The 
second article, written by a Flemish author, discusses chair
making in Mechelen.

NOTE (1) by the editor

The art historian as well as the antiques trade tend to group together the territories 
now known as Belgium and Holland. Such is historically not incorrect. The name 
Low Countries comprises a land area that extended approximately from Dunqerque in 
France (original name Duinkerke) to the north German city of Emden. Its original 
name was The Republic of the Seven United Netherlands, sometimes referred to as the 
Seven Provinces.

A Republic was founded in 1579 and comprised Holland and Zeeland, Gelre 
(Gelderland), Overijssel, Utrecht, Drente, Friesland and Groningen. The raison 
d'etre of the Republic was in part to create a united front against Spain during the 80 
year war (1568-1648). Some time later the occupied territories of Limburg and 
Brabant were added. HollandfZeeland was the geopolitical, maritime and financial 
powerhouse of the Republic. The Republic broke apart in 1839: the Kingdom of 
Belgium and the Kingdom of the Netherlands came into being.

The editors feel compelled to point out Holland is a province of the Netherlands and 
not the name of a country!

NOTE 2: Culemborg is located on the river Rhine, 10km south of the city of Utrecht 
in the Netherlands. Mechelen is located between Brussels and Antwerp in Belgium.

NOTE 3: Copyright, if any, held by publishers of the original article, is acknowledged.

THE CULEMBORG CHAIR 
(DE CULEMBORGSE STOEL)
A popular item of furniture in the 19th century

It is known fact that, even nowadays, we know far less about 
the interiors and utensils in the labourer's houses than about 
those in the abode of the more affluent. This situation has 
been attributed to lack of interest. Such objects are now rela
tively scarce and archives and literature often do not exist. 
Occasionally certain objects acquire generic status. The 
Culemborg chair is such a case in point, once a much appreci
ated item of furniture not only in farm buildings, cafes and 
kitchens, but also in the concert hall.By surveying the history, 
construction variants and the makers of this typical item of 
country furniture, we shall attempt to increase awareness.

AN EMERGING TRADE: The first chair maker in Culemborg.
In the town of Culemborg at the end of the Middle Ages, 

various trades, besides agriculture and animal farming started 
to blossom. Woodworkers were among the first to establish a 
guild. On the 9th December 1484 the magistrate, with the approval 
of Jasper, squire of Culemborg, issued the articles of associa
tion for their Guild, the Quadruple Crown or Axemen Guild.

Assembled therein apart from the coopers, wagonmakers, 
and hoopmakers, were the 'copdreyers', now understood to 
mean chairmakers. Further clarification can be gleaned about 
the 17th century, by reference to surviving guild registers, 
which list the names of the chair turners and chair joiners 
(stoeldrayers en stoelmaekers).

18th century entries provide further insight into the family 
names, where for generations from father to son the chair
maker's trade was carried on: VAN TIEL, VAN DEVENTER, 
COPIER, VAN BLITTERSWIJK, VAN DER STROOM, VAN 
GASTEREN and others.

One started, as an apprentice to a master, who taught the 
trade and ensured the apprentice, after payment of half the 
guild fee, was entered in the register of the Axemen Guild. 
The same occured to an Adam Coenraadsz Oldemerk, who in 
1707 started work under Philip M. Zeven. Seven years later in 
1714 Oldemerk paid the second half guild fee, but then as a 
master. Another chairmaker Abraham van Tiel took in an 
apprentice every second year. Furthermore it was recorded in 
the surviving registers that the number of masters and 
apprentices increased during the 18th century.
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There is no simple answer to the question as to why the 
chairmaking industry expanded so rapidly in Culemborg and 
not in neighbouring places where similar conditions pre
vailed, such as: the abundant availability of wood and rushes, 
good commercial facilities and communications.Possibly there 
are other relevant factors. The Culemborg chairmaking indus
try noticeably expanded towards the end of the 18th century 
and grew even more rapidly during the 19th century. A 
typical 19th century Culemborg chair is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
During that period several important events occured: First 
there occurred a rapid population increase; moreover two 
important manufacturing industries closed down - silk 
weaving and gunsmithing. An ample supply of unemployed 
labour was available, a labour force familiar with handcraft 
employment in a factory or at home. Thirdly, for quite some 
period of years, a larger marketplace ensued due to the 
absence of competition from Belgium, after 1830.

Would it not be reasonable to assume that the above factors, 
as well as the elimination of restrictive guild practices during 
the Napoleonic era, combined to such an extent that it was 
recorded in 1838 the chairmaking factories provided the most 
important means of existence for the lower working classes.

Where did the designs originate?
Although no readily 

identifiable Culemborg 
chairs of the 17th and 
18 th century have sur
vived to this day, it is 
nevertheless possible to 
gain a broad impression 
of what they would 
have looked like.

Amongst the surviving 
Culemborg chairs are 
some that show an 
obvious relationship with 
late 18th century chairs 
from the mas 
tion centres.
in Louis«XVI style with 
their straight legs and 
backrails and ornamen
tal backsplat in the 
shape of a vase or a can
dlestick, may have 
inspired the Culemborg

craftsmen. Under the common names of Pot (potje) and of 
Finger (vinger) they remained in production till circa 1910. 
(refer to Newsletter No. 23 p.17.)

The majority of 19th century Culemborg chairs shared ele
ments of their design and style with the Biedermeier tradi
tions: graceful curves, sparingly decorated, sabre legs flowing 
into the backframe, the top of the backframe curves slightly 
backward, decorated backrail (schei) and cresting rail (kap). 
The seatframe is rushed (mat).

It is not possible to say exactly who introduced this type of 
chair design into Culemborg. There are similarities between 
the Culemborg chair and the products of Mechelen (Belgium). 
The archives confirm this relationship. Chairmaking in 
Mechelen flourished in the 19th century, so much so that the 
Mechelen production exceeded the Culemborg output many

Fig. 9 Culemborg chair

Examples

fold. The Mechelen chair looks very similar to the Culemborg 
product even though the Belgium chair usually had a more 
richly decorated cresting-rail and backrail.

We find differences in materials used in construction. 
Mechelen normally used beech and a straw seat. Their 
Culemborg colleagues preferred ash and rush seats. 
Importantly Mechelen had a flourishing export trade to the 
Netherlands and was a serious competitor. Time and time 
again the fierce competition from the Belgians appears to have 
been a major influence on the ups and downs of the 
Culemborg chair industry. When a few years after 1830 (the 
year of the Belgian uprising) the Mechelen supply ceased, the 
Culemborg producers took prompt advantage. In their 1833 
annual report the Provincial Government of Gelderland pro
claimed enthusiastically "The chairmakers of Culemborg 
have, since the Belgian uprising, enjoyed greater acceptance 
combined with higher prices". The industry grew so fast that 
the masters went as far as attracting Belgian chairmakers so as 
to improve the quality of their products. The city of 
Culemborg, in their 1838 annual report, speaks of the large 
quantity of chair deliveries and continues "... amongst the 
manufacturers there has been an effort to improve the quality 
of its products wherefor they have employed various foreign 
(Belgian) labourers". Although the report refers to Belgian, it 
is reasonable to assume they hailed mainly from Mechelen. 
This assumption is primarily based on the beforementioned 
similarity between the Mechelen and Culemborg chairs.

The Belgians did not stay for long, because already in 1839 
the chair trade had stagnated and the sales of Culemborg 
chairs collapsed. The names of Belgian chairmakers before 1840 
are unknown. Registers prior to that date were not kept. No 
mention is made in the 1840 census. After 1848 when business 
picked up again, Belgian chairmakers came to Culemborg. Thus 
arrived, for example, on July 1,1848 a Joseph Lemair who com
menced work as a labourer for one of the Culemborg masters.

In 1839 binding agreements between Belgium and the 
Netherlands were signed, opening up the latter market to 
Mechelen chairs. Competition was intense. While in 1838 the 
City of Culemborg reports optimistically, not so in 1839 when 
it comes to the disappointing conclusion that "... all of the 
smaller workshops ceased and the number still working at 
present is but four, who keep going as long as they can 
because they are the biggest". The report concludes "... in so 
far as competition from Belgium is concerned, in view of our 
higher wages, the difficulties and cost of buying materials, our 
masters cannot deliver chairs at the cheaper Belgian prices".

The author describes the considerable specialization of 
labour involved in the conversion of raw logs to the finished 
product. Many of the procedures are self evident and similar 
to those practices adopted in England during the 18th and 
19th century.

The following quotations deserve a special mention.Until the 
end of the 19th century the woodturners worked in a rather 
primitive manner. Components were turned by an ingenious 
device called de 'zwiep' (the whip) which in fact had been in 
use since the 16th century.

The 'zwiep' sometimes called the wipbank (seesaw) com
prised a length of springy wood fastened to the ceiling. A wire 
was tied to one end. The wire was wound around a roller on 
the lathe and continued downward to a footpedal, thus rotat
ing the workpiece. This method of working required quite 
some skill since the workpiece rotated back and forth.
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One chair assembly detail is specifically mentioned: To 
create a tight joint one cleverly used the greenwood technol
ogy principles of shrinkage and expansion associated with dry 
versus wet timber. The vertical uprights were left very wet 
and the stretchers and cross members bone dry. Upon drying, 
the joints became rock solid. The larger employers owned 
drying ovens, the smaller ones took the sections to the baker 
to dry on the baking oven, for which service the master com
pelled his workers to buy bread from the nominated baker!

Coloured chairs were dyed red in a process involving the 
boiling the components in a large copper kettle. Sometimes 
the chair was immersed in a lime bath to seal the grain. By 
1900 aniline dyes came into use. More elaborate (labour inten
sive) finishes employed waxing or French polish.

The Mechelen chair used straw seating while the Culemborg 
chair had rush seating. Three types of rushes were used: 
Saltwater rush (yellow), freshwater rush (green and thinner), 
or a blue rush.
Between workshop and factory
During the 19th century, when Culemborg chairmaking 
enjoyed its greatest growth, the city developed similarly to 
others: Rapid population growth, steam driven machinery re
placing manual labour,while rail traffic improved transportation.

Around 1812 the town had 19 chairmakers and an unknown 
number of labourers.

In 1835 it was estimated that chairmaking gave employment 
to some 800 persons, out of a total town population of 4300.

By 1839 the market had collapsed and only 4 makers remained.
The recession lasted until 1849 when mutual cooperation 

and reduced prices improved the competitive situation; in 
that year there were 15 chair factories and 135 labourers.

Except for the recession of 1876-1881, wages in the chair 
industry remained constant.

The second half of the 19th century saw modern industrial
ization commence. All kinds of small factories started up in 
Culemborg: Roasting (1838), glass-blowing, box-making, saw
milling (1861), cigar-making (1887).

Mechanised chair factories were latecomers in the last 
quarter of the 19th century. Using the word factor^ one should 
not think of a large highly mechanised complex; certainly 
prior to 1900 machinery was hardly used. For the time being it 
was thought cheaper to continue as a manual operation rather 
than invest in expensive premises and mechanical devices.

The only significant change during the second half of the 
19th century was in the size of the various producers; some 
employed up to 50 labourers. The master became more and 
more a director, who needed all his wits about him to keep the 
business going and to develop new markets. The following 
describes the history of two chairmakers who laid the ground
work for a factory that still existed in 1979.

On 1 May 1847 two brothers-in-law, Jan Hendrik van Tiel 
(1825-1897) and Hendrikus van Gaasbeek (1821-1888) 
decided to establish a joint venture furniture manufacturing 
company; the first time such a joint approach had been 
recorded. The work was carried on within a factory hall and at 
home by outworkers (for instance the rush work). Things 
commenced on a modest scale in one of the old buildings of 
Spoor's Mustard factory, but soon thereafter new premises 
were built behind the Fishmarket.

When winter production caused inventory build-up, a 
general cleanout was instigated and Hein van Gaasbeek 
would go up country by barge or cart to sell chairs. When he 
died on 27 January 1888, the estate was broken up.

In the breakup J. van Tiel acquired the factory premises, his 
son Hendrik the Sprokkelburg estate. Although factory con
tents and work in progress went to Beekman and Schouten, 
father and son van Tiel continued in business. Around 1900 a 
move was made to start mechanized production using gas 
motor driven equipment.

Since some of the records of the 1897-1912 period have sur
vived, one can gain an insight in the prices, quantities and turn
over of the chairs. Chairs were sold by the dozen or half dozen.

The customer had a choice of natural wood, red or brown 
stained, waxed or French polished. The rush seating could be 
fresh water or salt waterrush. The bridge or 'brug' under the 
seat to stop sagging was an extra.

Who were the customers and how were chairs sold? The 
most attractive were the special orders, such as the delivery of 
500 chairs for a church in Zeist, 100 chairs for Het Paleis van 
Volksvlijt in Amsterdam (an early example of what in 
England is known as The Community Hall) or 2000 chairs for 
the Tivoli theatre in Utrecht. Usually however the customers 
were small shop keepers, traders or private clients.

The factory had an important export market, especially to 
England, where they had their own agent in London; they 
even made a special model for the English market (refer to 
Newsletter No. 23, p.17). Small numbers went to France and 
Scotland.

Sometimes the Culemborg factory could not cope with demand 
when they called upon the company Schulting en Jansen in 
Noordwolde, who apparently were licensed to produce the 
Culemborg chair.

Dispatch was by steamer, train or cart. Over short distances 
a clever procedure was used: One chair was laid over the head 
and back of a porter in such a way that several others could be 
hooked on!

Van Tiel bought logs at auction, sometimes to be resold at a 
profit. Their sawmill also produced for others as well as carry
ing on the wholesale trade of supplying rushes and cane. The 
old records show chairs were sold to many outlets, although 
very few chairs were dispatched to Limburg and Brabant. 
Was the competition from Mechelen too fierce or were the 
designs not saleable?
The end and a new beginning:

By the time of the Great War the curtainfalls for the Culemborg 
kitchen chair, largely caused by changes in fashion. One 
workshop concentrated in specific models, such as Old Dutch 
chairs with straight back and three or more backslats, digni
fied and solid, but lacking the gracefulness of their 19th 
century precursors. Already in 1881 Van Gaasbeek and Van 
Tiel had introduced in this genre the Wilhelmina chair. The 
Company De Tors, founded in 1880, and under the leadership 
of the Colle Brothers produced chairs with elaborate carved 
and turned decoration. The Culemborg factories increasingly 
switched to furniture making of wardrobes, cupboards, 
benches and similar, with machines doing the work. The old 
craft was of the past, times changed, a new beginning was bom.
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